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Abstract: We consider an additive partially linear framework for modelling massive
heterogeneous data. The major goal is to extract multiple common features simultane-
ously across all sub-populations while exploring heterogeneity of each sub-population.
We propose an aggregation type of estimators for the commonality parameters that pos-
sess the asymptotic optimal bounds and the asymptotic distributions as if there were no
heterogeneity. This oracle result holds when the number of sub-populations does not
grow too fast and the tuning parameters are selected carefully. A plug-in estimator for
the heterogeneity parameter is further constructed, and shown to possess the asymp-
totic distribution as if the commonality information were available. Furthermore, we
develop a heterogeneity test for the linear components and a homogeneity test for the
non-linear components accordingly. The performance of the proposed methods is eval-
uated via simulation studies and an application to the Medicare Provider Utilization
and Payment data.
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erty, regression splines.
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1. Introduction
Recent revolutions in technologies have produced many kinds of massive data, where
the number of variables p is fixed but the sample size N is very large. In this paper we
consider massive heterogeneous data. The analysis of non-massive heterogeneous data
has been well studied in the literature. For example, non-massive heterogeneous data
can be handled by fitting mixture models [1] and by modeling variance functions [3].
However, as far as we are aware, [21] is the only work that considers the analysis of
massive heterogeneous data. They proposed a partially linear framework for modelling
massive heterogeneous data, attempting to extract the common feature across all sub-
populations while exploring heterogeneity of each sub-population. But the partially
linear framework can only deal with only one common feature. In this paper, we pro-
pose an additive partially linear framework for modelling massive heterogeneous data,
which can be applied to extract several common features across all sub-populations
while exploring heterogeneity of each sub-population.
The additive partially linear models (APLMs) are a generalization of multiple linear
regression models, and at the same time they are a special case of generalized additive
nonparametric regression models [7]. As discussed in [11], APLMs allow an easier
interpretation of the effect of each variable and are preferable to completely nonpara-
metric additive models, since they combine both parametric and nonparametric compo-
nents when it is believed that the response variable depends on some variables in a lin-
ear way but is non-linearly related to the remaining independent variables. Estimation
and inference for APLMs have been well studied in literature [e.g., 2, 13]. Recently,
[6] proposed an approach for the analysis of heterogeneous data, fitting both the mean
function and variance function using different additive partially linear models.
In this paper, we generalize the partially linear model (PLM) considered in [21]
and propose an additive partially linear model (APLM) for modeling massive hetero-
geneous data. Let tpYi,Xi,ZiquNi“1 be the observations from a sample of N subjects.
We assume that there exist s independent sub-populations, and the data from the jth
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sub-population follow the following additive partially linear model,
Y pjq “XTβpjq0 `
Kÿ
k“1
g0kpZkq ` ε, for j “ 1, . . . , s, (1.1)
where X “ pX1, . . . , XdqT, Z “ pZ1, . . . , ZKq, βpjq0 “ pβpjq01 , . . . , βpjq0d qT is the vec-
tor of unknown parameters for jth sub-population, g01, . . . , g0K are unknown smooth
functions, and ε has zero mean and variance σ2. Under model (1.1), Y pjq depends
on X linearly but with coefficients varying across different sub-populations, whereas
Y pjq depends on Z through additive non-linear functions that are common to all sub-
populations. This model implies that the heterogeneity of the data is coming from the
difference among βpjq0 , j “ 1, . . . , s.
Compared with [21], the novelty of this paper is two-fold. First, we consider a more
general and practical model. The partially linear model considered in [21] is a special
case of (1.1) where K “ 1. Second, we use a different nonparametric tool (i.e., the
regression splines tool) to fit the non-parametric functions than the reproducing kernel
Hilbert Space (RKHS) tool that was used in [21], making the theoretical development
easier and computational implementation faster. The first fold of novelty is more signif-
icant than the second one, because it allows to consider more than one non-parametric
components (K ą 1). However, the theoretical novelty of our approach is limited, be-
cause it would be straightforward generate the PLM in [21] to the APLM using the
same RKHS tool. Instead, we propose to use the regression splines tool, because the
resulting computational implementation is fast, especially for massive data. In order to
understand this, let’s count the number of knots when the RKHS tool and the regres-
sion splines are used, respectively. If the RKHS tool is used, the number of knots is N
for each non-parametric component, and therefore the total number of knots is equal
to KN . If the regression splines is used, the number of knots is to be denoted as JN ,
satisfying that JN ! N , and therefore the total number of knots is equal to KJN . The
computational gain is small if the PLM is fitted, but the gain is significant if the APLM
is fitted for massive data where N is extremely large.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We propose the main methods in Sec-
tion 2 and some hypothesis testing procedures in Section 3, deriving their asymptotic
properties. We evaluate the performance of the proposed methods via simulation stud-
ies in Section 3 and a real data application in Section 4. We conclude the paper with a
brief summary in Section 5 and relegate all the technical proofs to the Appendix.
2. Methods
2.1. Notation and assumptions
Recall that βpjq0 is the true sub-population specific parameter-vector for the jth sub-
population, j “ 1, . . . , s, and g0pzq “ g01pz1q`¨ ¨ ¨`g0KpzKq is the true additive com-
mon non-parametric function. Without loss of generality, assume that g0k “ g0kp¨q,
k “ 1, . . . ,K, have a common support r0, 1s. We propose to use polynomial splines
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[2] to approximate smooth function g0k, k “ 1, . . . ,K. Let SN be the space of poly-
nomial splines on r0, 1s of degree % ě 1, with a sequence of JN interior knots,
t´% “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ t´1 “ t0 “ 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tJN ă 1 “ tJN`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ tJN`%`1,
where JN increases with the overall sample size N . Although we can choose differ-
ent sequences of interior knots for different non-parametric functions in different sub-
populations, for simplicity, as in [11], here we consider the same sequence of equally
spaced knots and let hN “ 1{pJN ` 1q be the distance between neighboring knots.
Assume thatXi are i.i.d. withX andZi are i.i.d. withZ. Define T “ pX,Zq. Let
m
pjq
0 pT q “XTβpjq0 `g0pZq, Γpzq “ EpX|Z “ zq, and ĂX “X´ΓpZq. AndCb2
denotes CCT for any matrix or vector C. Let r be a positive integer and ν P p0, 1s
such that p “ r ` ν ą 2. Let H be the collection of functions h on r0, 1s whose rth
derivative exists and satisfies the Lipschitz condition of order ν,ˇˇˇ
hprqpz1q ´ hprqpzq
ˇˇˇ
ď C|z1 ´ z|ν ,@ 0 ď z1, z ď 1,
where and hereafter C is a generic positive constant. In order to derive asymptotic
results, we make the following mild assumptions.
(A1). Each component function g0k P H, k “ 1, . . . ,K ;
(A2). The distribution ofZ is absolutely continuous and its density f is bounded away
from zero and infinity on r0, 1sK ;
(A3). There exists c ą 0 such that c}ω}2 ď ωTEpXb2|Z “ zqω ď C}ω}2, for any
vector ω P Rd;
(A4). The number of interior knots JN satisfies: N1{p4pq ! JN ! N1{4;
(A5). The projection function Γpzq has the additive form Γpzq “ Γ1pz1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
ΓKpzKq, where Γk P H, ErΓkpzkqs “ 0 and ErΓkpzkqs2 ă 8, k “ 1, . . . ,K.
In addition, to quantify the asymptotic consistencies of the non-parametric estima-
tors, we consider both the empirical norms and the corresponding population norms.
Let }z} be the Euclidean norm, }z}8 be the supremum norm, and }z}1 be the absolute-
value norm of a vector z, respectively. For a matrix C, its L2-norm is defined as
}C}2 “ sup}u}‰0 }Cu}{}u}. Let }ϕ}8 “ supxPr0,1s |ϕpxq| be the supremum norm
of a function ϕ on r0, 1s. Following [14] and [9], for any measurable function φ1 and
φ2 on r0, 1sK , the empirical inner product and norm for the jth sub-sample and the
whole sample, respectively, are defined as
xφ1, φ2yjn “ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
φ1pZiqφ2pZiq, }φ}2jn “ 1n
ÿ
iPGj
φ2pZiq,
xφ1, φ2yN “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
φ1pZiqφ2pZiq, }φ}2N “ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
φ2pZiq.
If φ1 and φ2 are L2-integrable, the population inner product and norm are defined as
xφ1, φ2y “
ż
r0,1sK
φ1pzqφ2pzqfpzqdz, }φ}22 “
ż
r0,1sK
φ2pzqfpzqdz,
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where f is the density ofZ. Similarly, for the kth component ofZ, Zk with density fk,
the empirical norm on the jth sub-sample, the empirical norm on the whole sample, and
the population norm of any L2-integrable univariate function ϕ on r0, 1s are defined as
}ϕ}2jnk “ 1n
ÿ
iPGj
ϕ2pZikq, }ϕ}2Nk “ 1n
Nÿ
i“1
ϕ2pZikq, }ϕ}22k “
ż 1
0
ϕ2pzkqfkpzkqdzk.
2.2. Estimations for each sub-population
First we consider the estimations for βpjq0 and g0 “ g0p¨q based on the data from the jth
sub-population only, j “ 1, . . . , s. To this aim, let Gj denotes the index set of all the
observations from the sub-population j, and let Gpjqn “ tgpjqp¨qu be the collection of
additive functions with the form that gpjqpzq “ gpjq1 pz1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gpjqK pzKq, where each
component function gpjqk P SN and
ř
iPGj g
pjq
k pZikq “ 0. Thus
ř
iPGj g
pjqpZiq “ 0
for any gpjq P Gpjqn . For the jth sub-population, we consider the following estimators,
ppβpjq, pgpjqq “ argmin
βPRd, gPGpjqn
$&%Lpjqn pβ, gq “ 12 ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi β ´ gpZiq
ı2,.- . (2.1)
For the kth covariate Zk, let bm,kpzkq be the B-spline basis functions of degree
% equipped with JN knots defined above. For any g P Gpjqn , we can write gpzq “
bpzqTγ, where bpzq “ tbm,kpzkq,m “ ´%, . . . , JN , k “ 1, . . . ,KuT, which is a
KpJN ` %` 1q-dim vector given z, along with KpJN ` %` 1q-dim coefficient-vector
γ “ tγm,k,m “ ´%, . . . , JN , k “ 1, . . . ,KuT. Therefore, (2.1) is equivalent to
argmin
βPRd, γPRKpJN`%`1q
$&%lpjqn pβ,γq “ 12 ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi β ´ bpZiqTγ
ı2,.- , (2.2)
if we consider the empirically centered estimator pgpjqpzq “ řKk“1 pgpjqk pzq, where
pgpjqk pzkq “ JNÿ
m“´%
pγm,kbm,kpzkq ´ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
JNÿ
m“´%
pγm,kbm,kpzikq. (2.3)
We derive some asymptotic results associated with the sub-population specific esti-
mators, summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A5), if the number of knots satisfies that JN !
n1{2, we have, for each sub-population, j “ 1, . . . , s,
}pgpjq ´ g0}2 “ OP ´J1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN¯
and }pgpjq ´ g0}jn “ OP ´J1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN¯ .
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If the number of knots further satisfies that JN " n1{p2pq we have
?
n
`pβpjq ´ βpjq0 ˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2D´1˘,
whereD “ EpĂXb2q.
Remark 1: Assume that we consider s “ OpN1´γq sub-samples, each sub-sample
of n “ OpNγq observations, where γ is some positive number between 0 and 1. In
order to minimize the mean-square error of estimating g0, OP pJ1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN q, the
best selection of JN is OpN γ2p`1 q, or equivalently, Opn 12p`1 q. Under this selection, the
mean-square error achieves the optimal rate, OpN pγ2p`1 q, or equivalently, Opn p2p`1 q.
Remark 2: On the other hand, in order to ensure that pβpjq is?n-consistent for estimat-
ing βpjq0 , we should adopt under-smoothing tuning with JN " n1{p2pq and carefully de-
termine a balance between the number of sub-samples and the size of each sub-sample.
For example, this can be achieved if we select JN as OpNqq with 1{p4pq ă q ă 1{4,
and consider s “ OpN1´γq sub-samples, each sub-sample of n “ OpNγq, with
2q ă γ ă 2pq. The order of JN is consistent with the existing results in the literature.
The recommended balance between s and n provides a guidance for the appropriate
application of the divide-and-conquer strategy.
2.3. Aggregation of commonality
We consider the aggregated estimator, gpzq “ 1s
řs
j“1 pgpjqpzq, as the final estimator of
g0pzq based on the whole sample. Let GN be the collection of functions with the addi-
tive form gpzq “ g1pz1q`¨ ¨ ¨`gKpzKq, where gk P SN andřsj“1řiPGj gkpZikq “ 0.
Thus, for any g P GN , řsj“1řiPGj gpZiq “ 0. In order to ensure that g P GN , as in
(2.3), we center the individual estimator pgpjqk pzkq via pgpjqk pzkq “ řJNm“´% pγm,kbm,kpzkq´
1
N
řN
i“1
řJN
m“´% pγm,kbm,kpzikq. To abuse the notation, we still denote the centered es-
timator as pgpjqk pzkq and pgpjqpzq “ řKk“1 pgpjqk pzkq. We derive the mean-square error of
g in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A5), if JN ! n1{2, we have
}g ´ g0}2 “ OP
´
J
1{2
N N
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
, and }g ´ g0}N “ OP
´
J
1{2
N N
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
.
Remark 3: In order to minimize the mean-square error of estimating g0 using the
aggregated estimator, if we select JN as OpN 12p`1 q, the mean-square error achieves
the optimal rate OpN p2p`1 q.
Remark 4: We compare the mean-square error of g with that of the following “oracle
estimator”:
pgoracle “ argmin
gPGN
1
2
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi βpjq0 ´ gpZiq
ı2
.
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assuming βpjq0 , j “ 1, . . . , s, are known. Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can
show that }pgoracle ´ g0}2 “ OP ´J1{2N N´1{2 ` hpN¯. Therefore, as long as n " J2N ,
the means-square errors of the aggregated estimator g and the oracle estimator pgoracle
are of the same order.
We conclude this subsection with some results for the massive homogeneous data
where βpjq0 ” β0, j “ 1, . . . , s. These results are of their own interest, when the
divide-and-conquer strategy is applied to massive homogeneous data, where β0 and g0
are estimated using the aggregated estimators β “ 1s
řs
j“1 pβpjq and g, respectively.
The result for g is the same as that in Theorem 2.2 and the result for β is stated in the
following corollary.
Corralary 2.1. Consider homogeneous massive data where βpjq0 ” β0, j “ 1, . . . , s.
Under Assumptions (A1)-(A5), if JN " N1{p2pq and n " N1{2, we have
?
Npβ ´ β0q dÝÑ N
`
0, σ2D´1
˘
.
2.4. Efficiency boosting for heterogeneous parameters
The asymptotic variance matrix of pβpjq derived in Theorem 2.1 shows that there is some
room to improve the estimation efficiency, because D´1 “ E´1pĂXb2q is bigger than
the Cramer-Rao lower bound, E´1pXb2q. Therefore, we re-substitute the aggregated
estimator of g, g, into (2.1) to improve the efficiency of estimating βpjq0 . This leads to
the following more efficient estimator,
β˘
pjq “ argmin
βpjqPRd
1
2
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi βpjq ´ gpZiq
ı2
. (2.4)
for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s. We derive the asymptotic normality of β˘pjq in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A5), if JN satisfies the condition that JN !
n1{2 given in the first part of Theorem 2.1 and the condition that JN " N1{p2pq given
in Corollary 2.1, and it further satisfies that JN ! s1{2, then we have
?
n
`
β˘
pjq ´ βpjq0
˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2A´1˘,
whereA “ EpXb2q.
Remark 5: As in Remarks 1-2, assume that we consider s “ OpN1´γq sub-samples,
each sub-sample of n “ OpNγq observations, where γ is some positive number be-
tween 0 and 1. In order to satisfy all the conditions in Theorem 2.3, we can consider
N2q ! n ! N1´2q , with 1{p2pq ă q ă 1{4, and select JN “ OpNqq. If X and Z
are not independent, then A´1 ă D´1, implying that we can achieve such efficiency
boosting through balancing between n and s.
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2.5. Practical issues
In this subsection, we consider several practical issues, including selection of the num-
ber of knots JN , determination of linear components and non-linear components, and
how to conduct statistical inference.
We first consider the selection of JN . All the theoretical results need Assumption
(A4): N
1
4p ! JN ! N 14 . Besides this, different theorem (or corollary) needs different
an extra condition. Here is the list of those conditions:
paq JN ! n1{2;
pbq JN " n1{p2pq;
pcq JN " N1{p2pq and n " N1{2;
pdq JN " N1{p2pq and JN ! s1{2.
In Theorem 2.1, under Condition (a), we derive the bound for the mean-square error
of each sub-population specific estimator pgpjq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ s. In Theorem 2.1, under
Conditions (a) and (b), we derive the asymptotic normality for each sub-population
specific estimator pβpjq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ s. In Theorem 2.2, under Condition (a), we derive
the bound for the mean-square error of the aggregated estimator g. In Corollary 2.1,
under Condition (c) and for the massive homogeneous data, we derive the asymptotic
normality for the aggregated estimator β. In Theorem 2.3, under Condition (d), we
derive the asymptotic normality for each sub-population specific efficiency-boosted
estimator β˘
pjq
. These conditions can be satisfied by carefully selecting the balance
between n and s, with some guidance provided in Remarks 1-5.
However, it is hard to use these theoretical requirements on the order of JN to guide
the selection of JN in practice. If computational power allows, we can utilize cross-
validation to select JN adaptively. If cross-validation is used, as discussed in [20], we
should consider distributed cross-validation aiming for global optimality (selecting a
single JN based on the entire dataset) instead of subsample cross-validation aiming for
local optimality (selecting an JN for each subsample separately). As we consider mas-
sive data here, we don’t recommend any data-driven tuning procedure, which requires
heavy computational cost. Instead, as in most studies using regression splines, we rec-
ommend the fixed choice of the number of internal knots JN (e.g., some small number
between 2 and 10). Although pre-specifying a fixed JN which might be sub-optimal, it
is much more convenient and computationally efficient than any data-driven procedure.
This is another advantage of the regression splines compared with smoothing splines:
the number of knots in the regression splines can be determined directly in terms of
model construction without looking at the data, while in the smoothing splines the
tuning parameter λ, which controls the balance between goodness-of-fit and function
smoothness, has to be determined adaptively. In order to determine tuning parameter λ
in the smoothing splines, we have to use data-driven procedure as in [20].
Another practical issue is the determination of linear components and non-linear
components. In practice, we rely on graphical tools such as box-plot and scatterplot
to have a rough idea on which components might be linear or non-linear. For the set-
ting in this paper, we consider parametric function for each heterogeneous component
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(the sample size is smaller for each subsample, so a simpler model is considered) and
non-parametric function for each homogeneous component (the sample size is larger
for the entire sample, so a more flexible model is considered). Motivated by [12] and
[21], some formal hypothesis testing methods for heterogeneity and homogeneity are
proposed in the next section.
The third practical issue is conducting statistical inferences about the regression pa-
rameters. In the above theorems, we derive the explicit formulas for their corresponding
covariance matrices by examining the asymptotic normality. If the covariance matries
were to involve the density of error term, we wouldn’t apply the plug-in procedure to
estimate them as discussed in Section 4 of [16]. Fortunately, all the asymptotic covari-
ance matrices we developed in the above theorems can be estimated using the plug-in
procedure and conducting statistical inferences is straightforward. In addition, as dis-
cussed in Remark 2, in order to achieve the estimation efficiency of regression param-
eters, the non-parametric functions should be under-smoothing. This is another reason
that we don’t recommend data-driven method for the determination of JN . If JN is
selected adaptively, the estimation of regression parameters may be sub-efficient and it
is also subject to the problem of inference-after-selection.
3. Hypothesis testing
3.1. Testing heterogeneity
As in [21], we develop statistical tests for the heterogeneity of the linear components
across sub-populations. First, we consider a general class of pairwise test for heteroge-
neous parameters. Then, we develop a more general heterogeneity test involving many
(up to as many as s) sub-populations.
First, consider the following general class of pairwise test for heterogeneous param-
eters:
H0 : Q
`
β
pj1q
0 ´ βpj2q0
˘ “ 0 vs. Ha : Q`βpj1q0 ´ βpj2q0 ˘ ‰ 0, (3.1)
where j1 ‰ j2 P t1, . . . , su, and Q “ pqT1 , . . . , qTd1qT is a d1 ˆ d matrix with d1 ď
d. This class of tests includes testing if either the whole vector or specific entries of
β
pj1q
0 are equal to those of β
pj2q
0 . It is straightforward to consider Q
`pβpj1q ´ pβpj2q˘ or
Q
`
β˘
pj1q ´ β˘pj2q˘ as test statistic, which is based on the estimators from Subsection
2.2 or the estimators from Subsection 2.4, respectively. We summarize the asymptotic
properties of these two test statistics in the following theorem, based on which we can
conduct the Wald tests.
Theorem 3.1. If the conditions in Theorem 2.1 hold, under the null hypothesis (3.1),
?
nQ
`pβpj1q ´ pβpj2q˘ dÝÑ N `0, 2σ2QD´1QT˘.
Furthermore, if the conditions in Theorem 2.3 hold, under the null hypothesis (3.1),
?
nQ
`
β˘
pj1q ´ β˘pj2q˘ dÝÑ N `0, 2σ2QA´1QT˘.
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Based on Theorem 3.1, we can construct the Wald tests as what follows,
Ψ1 “ I
#
Q
`pβpj1q ´ pβpj2q˘ Rc 2
n
σpQD´1QTq 12Z1´α{2
+
,
Ψ2 “ I
#
Q
`
β˘
pj1q ´ β˘pj2q˘ Rc 2
n
σpQA´1QTq 12Z1´α{2
+
,
where α is a given significant level and Z1´α{2 is the p1 ´ α{2q quantile of a stan-
dard normal distribution. It is clear that Ψ2 is more powerful than Ψ1 because of a
smaller variance of β˘
pjq
compared with pβpjq. Coverage probabilities, length of con-
fidence intervals, nominal levels and powers are empirically evaluated in simulation
studies, which confirm our theoretical results.
Then, we consider a more general heterogeneity test involving many sub-populations
indexed by j, j P S Ď t1, . . . , su. Note that |S| is allowed to be as large as s, i.e., all
sub-populations. The null and alternative hypotheses are formulated as
H0 : Qβ
pjq
0 “ Qβˇpjq0 @j P S vs. Ha : Q βpjq0 ‰ Qβˇpjq0 Dj P S, (3.2)
where βˇ
pjq
0 ’s are some predetermined values.
To test (3.2), it is natural to define the following test statistic:
TS “ max
jPS
?
n}Qpβ˘pjq ´ βˇpjq0 q}8.
Its distribution can be approximated by bootstrapping the quantity
WS “ max
jPS
1?
n
››››››
ÿ
iPGj
QppApjqn q´1Xiei
››››››8 ,
where pApjqn “ 1n řiPGj Xb2i and ei „ N p0, σ2q’s are i.i.d. The following theorem
summarizes the consistency of the proposed multiplier bootstrap method.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose the conditions in Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. Under the null
hypothesis (3.2), for any S Ď t1, . . . , su, |S| “ d, if s " J2N logppdq, plogppdnqq7{n ď
c1n
´c2 for some constants c1, c2 ą 0, and p2logppdq{?n “ op1q, then we have
sup
αPp0,1q
ˇˇ
P
`
TS ą cSpαq
˘´ αˇˇ “ op1q,
where cS “ inftw P R : P pWS ď w|Xq ě 1´ αu.
Remark 6: Actually, the above hypotheses can be extended to test the heterogeneity of
all sub-populations without specifying βˇ
pjq
0 ’s. With a similar argument as that in [21],
we only need to test if the differences of heterogeneity parameters between any two
consecutive sub-populations equal to zero. The modified test statistic is
T 1S “ max
1ďjďs´1
?
n}Qpβ˘pjq ´ β˘pj`1qq}8,
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and corresponding bootstrap quantity is given by
W 1S “ max
1ďjďs´1
1?
n
››››››
ÿ
iPGj
QppApjqn q´1Xiei ´ ÿ
iPGj`1
QppApj`1qn q´1Xiei
››››››8 .
Similarly, we define c1S “ inftw P R : P pW 1S ď w|Xq ě 1´ αu.
3.2. Testing homogeneity
Now we consider the test of whether the non-linear components, g0kpZkq, k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K
are homogeneous across all s sub-populations, which is the necessity of doing aggre-
gation of commonality. With a little abuse of notation, for the jth sub-population, we
denote the true unknown smooth functions as gpjq0k pZkq, k “ 1, . . . ,K. We apply the
likelihood ratio principle to the following homogeneity test for the kth smooth function,
H0 : g
p1q
0k pZkq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ gpsq0k pZkq vs. Ha : gpjq0k 1s are not all the same. (3.3)
Let g´k “ řk1‰k gk1 and Z´k “ pZ1, . . . , Zk´1, Zk`1, . . . , ZKq. The subscript´k means removing the kth component therein. Define
L
pjq
nk pβ, gk, g´kq “
1
2n
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi β ´ gkpZkq ´ g´kpZi,´kq
ı2
.
We can construct a likelihood ratio test statistic as
LRTsnk “
s´1ÿ
j“1
"
L
pjq
nk ppβpjq, pgpjqk , pgpjq´kq ´ Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pgpj`1qk , pgpjq´kq* . (3.4)
Before providing the limiting distribution for the above test, extra notations are re-
quired. We say that a statistic Tn is nearly χ2bn , denoted as Tn
a„ χ2bn , if p2bnq´1{2pTn´
bnq weakly converges to N p0, 1q for some sequence bn Ñ8.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the conditions in Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Under the null
hypothesis (3.3), if J1{2N “ opsq, we have
´ 1
3σ2
n ¨ LRTsnk a„ χ2uN ,
where uN “ 23 ps´ 1qJN .
Remark 7: J1{2N “ opsq is a weak requirement, implying the number of sub-populations
cannot be too small to borrow sufficient information across all of them. This phe-
nomenon is also observed in [12], in which it is called the “blessing of aggregation”.
According to Remarks 1 and 2, JN “ OpNqq, where 1{p4pq ă q ă 1{4, implying that
J
1{2
N “ opsq means γ ă 1´ q{2 with the minimum value of 7{8 of the right hand side.
Remark 8: The above theorem considers testing one smooth function. If we want to
test the summation of all smooth functions, the result can be proved similarly, which
is summarized in the following theorem by removing the extra condition J1{2N “ opsq
due to no usage of both pgpj`1qk and pgpjq´k in the Lpjqnk .
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose the conditions in Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Under the null
hypothesis H0 : g
p1q
0 pZq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ gpsq0 pZq, we have
´ 1
3σ2
n ¨ LRTsnk a„ χ2uN ,
where uN “ 23 ps´ 1qKJN .
4. Simulation Studies
We conduct simulation studies to examine the impact of the balance between sub-
population sizes n and the number of sub-population s on the performance of the pro-
posed estimators, g and β˘
pjq
. We consider the following additive partially linear model
with two nonparametric components (K “ 2) as the data generating model:
Y pjq “ Xβpjq0 ` g1pZ1q ` g2pZ2q ` ε,
g1pZ1q “ 5 sint2pipZ1 ` 1qu,
g2pZ2q “ 100
´
e´1.625pZ2`1q ´ 4e´3.25pZ2`1q ` 3e´4.825pZ2`1q
¯
´ C0,
where ε is generated from normal distribution Np0, 1q, Z1, Z2 and W are generated
independently from uniform distribution Up´1, 1q, X “ 12 pW ` Z1q, and C0 is taken
as 100p1´e´3.25q{3.25´400p1´e´6.5q{6.5`300p1´e´9.75q{9.75 to make sure that
Etg1pZ1qu “ Etg2pZ2qu “ 0. We can show that rX “ W {2, D “ Ep rX2q “ 1{12,
and A “ EpX2q “ 1{6. In order to generate heterogenous data, we let βpjq0 “ j, for
the jth sub-population, j “ 1, . . . , s, with d “ 1.
In order to g1 and g2 using polynomial splines, we consider cubic splines (% “
3) and equal-spaced knots. We estimate the unknown error variance σ2 using σ2 “řs
j“1ppσpjqq2{s, where
ppσpjqq2 “ 1
n´ d´KpJN ` %q
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´Xipβpjq ´ pgpjqpZiqı2 .
We set the massive sample size N as 211, 212, 213, or 214. We set the number of sub-
samples s as N1´γ , where γ “ maxp0.4, 2qq, . . . , 0.9, 1. We set the minimal value of
γ as maxp0.4, 2qq to ensure that J2N “ OpN2qq ! n “ OpNγq. For each setting, we
run 200 repetitions.
First, we evaluate the performance of the aggregated estimator, g, as an estimator
for g. We compute the root mean-square-error (RMSE) of g, under different choices
of JN and s, and different settings of N . The results are summarized in Figure 1. The
condition that J2N ! n, which is needed in all the theorems, implies that the larger
number of knots we take and the shorter range of s we should consider. In Figure 1,
for each selection of the number of knots, we see that the performance of g is good and
stable during a wide range of s. We also see that the RMSE of g deteriorates quickly
when logpsq{logpNq is approaching 1 ´ 2q, q « logN pJN q. For example, using 5
knots, N “ 211, q “ logN p5q « 0.21 and then 1 ´ 2q « 0.42; therefore, from
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FIG 1. Root mean-square-errors of the aggregated estimator, g, under different settings of the number of
knots, the number of sub-samples, and the sample size.
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the second figure in the bottom row of Figure 1, we see that corresponding RMSE
increases a lot when the ratio approaches 0.5. In summary, from 1, we see there is
a clear boundary of logpsq{logpNq: with this boundary, the performance of g is very
good, while beyond this boundary, the performance is very bad. These findings confirm
the theoretical results presented in Theorem 2.2.
Second, we evaluate the performance of the proposed estimators, pβpjq and β˘pjq,
for estimating βpjq0 . We consider 95% confidence intervals based on pβpjq and β˘pjq
respectively as follows:
CI1 “
„pβpjq ˘ 1.96σ?
n
D´1{2

and CI2 “
„
β˘
pjq ˘ 1.96σ?
n
A´1{2

.
For simplicity, we summarize results for the first sub-population in Figures 2-4, where
both the coverage probabilities and the interval lengths are displayed, with the results
of pβp1q in solid line with circle and those of β˘p1q in dashed line with triangle.
From Figure 2 where N “ 211 and Figure 3 where N “ 214, we see that within
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FIG 2. Coverage probabilities and interval lengths of 95% confidence intervals, CI1 and CI2, under different
settings of the number of knots and the number of sub-samples, with N “ 211.
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a proper range of s, CI1 and CI2 have similar coverage probabilities. We also see that
on average, the interval length of CI2 is shorter than that CI1. This finding confirm that
the asymptotic variance derived in Theorem 2.3 is smaller than that in Theorem 2.1.
However, the coverage probability of CI2 is valid for a shorter range of logpsq{logpNq,
in contrast with that of CI1. This is finding is consistent with that there are more con-
ditions in Theorem 2.3 than in Theorem 2.1.
To visualize the performance of CI2 more clearly, in Figure 4 we display the cover-
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FIG 3. Coverage probabilities and interval lengths of 95% confidence intervals, CI1 and CI2, under different
settings of the number of knots and the number of sub-samples, with N “ 214.
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Coverage Probability/Length of CI, N=16384
age probability of CI2 in more detail for different settings of s and N , given different
numbers of knots. From Figure 4, we can see that, given the number of knots, a larger
N implies a wider valid range for s to achieve a good coverage; given N , a larger
number of knots implies a smaller transition point for s.
Third, we evaluate the heterogeneity tests using the following Wald test statistics
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FIG 4. Coverage probabilities of 95% CI2 confidence intervals under different settings of the number of
knots, the number of sub-samples, and the sample size.
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constructed based on Theorem 3.1:
Ψ1 “ I
#
Q
`pβpj1q ´ pβpj2q˘ Rc 2
n
σpQ pD´1QTq1{2Cα{2
+
,
Ψ2 “ I
#
Q
`
β˘
pj1q ´ β˘pj2q˘ Rc 2
n
σpQpA´1QTq1{2Cα{2
+
,
where Cα{2 is the upper α{2 quantile of a standard normal distribution, and pD andpA are the sample estimators of D and A, respectively. The results are summarized in
Figure 5, where Ψ1 and Ψ2 are compared in terms of Type-I error and power, under
different settings of s and N . From Panel (a) of Figure 5, we see that both Ψ1 and Ψ2
have appropriate type-I error within a wide range of s, but they have inflated type-I
error after s passes a transition point. Panels (b)-(d) compare the testing powers under
three different alternative hypotheses: Ha : β
pj1q
0 ´ βpj2q0 “ ∆, where ∆ “ 0.5, 1
and 1.5, respectively. We see that the power increases as N increase and ∆ increases.
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We also see the power of Ψ2 is larger than that of Ψ1 across different settings. These
findings confirm the asymptotic results stated in Theorem 3.1.
FIG 5. Type-I error and power of tests Ψ1 and Ψ2 under different settings of the number of sub-samples and
the sample size, using 4 knots.
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(b) Power with ∆=0.5
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(b) Power with ∆=1.0
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(d) Power with ∆=1.5
Fourth, we evaluate the more general heterogeneity tests involving all sub-populations
using the test statistics constructed based on Theorem 3.2 and Remark 6. The null and
alternative hypotheses are formulated as follows:
H0 : β
p1q
0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ βpsq0 vs Ha : βp1q0 “ βpjq0 `∆ j “ 2, . . . , s,
where ∆ “ 0, 0.4, 0.6 and 1. Note that hereQ “ 1. In the simulations, we set βpjq0 “ 1
for the null hypothesis, and use 500 bootstrapping samples to obtain the upper α “ 0.05
quantile for W 1S . The results are summarized in Figure 6, where the y-axis shows the
probability P pT 1S ą c1Sq, under different settings of s and N . From Panel ∆ “ 0 of
Figure 6, we see that the proposed test statistic T 1S has appropriate type-I error around
the nominal level α “ 0.05 within a wide range of s, but they have inflated type-I error
after s passes a transition point. Panels (b)-(d) compare the testing powers under three
different alternative hypotheses:Ha : β
p1q
0 ´βpjq0 “ ∆, where 2 ď j ď s,∆ “ 0.4, 0.6
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and 1, respectively. We see that the power increases as N increase and ∆ increases.
These findings confirm the asymptotic results stated in Theorem 3.2.
FIG 6. Probability P pT 1S ą c1Sq under different settings of the number of sub-samples and the sample size,
using 4 knots.
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(b) ∆=0.4
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(c) ∆=0.6
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(d) ∆=1
Finally, we evaluate the homogeneity tests for one non-linear function using the test
statistic constructed based on Theorem 3.3. The null and alternative hypotheses are
formulated as follows:
H0 : g
p1q
01 pZ1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ gpsq01 pZ1q vs Ha : gp1q01 pZ1q “ gpjq01 pZ1q `∆pZ1 ` 1q, j ě 2,
where ∆ “ 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. In the simulations, we set gpjq01 pZ1q “ 5 sint2pipZ1 `
1qu, j ě 2 as used previously for the null hypothesis. The results are summarized
in Figure 7, where the y-axis shows the probability P p´ 13σ2n ¨ LRTsnk ą χ2uN ,1´αq
under different settings of s and N and χ2uN ,1´α is the p1 ´ αq-th quantile of χ2uN .
From Panel ∆ “ 0 of Figure 7, we see that the proposed test statistic ´ 13σ2n ¨ LRTsnk
has appropriate type-I error around the nominal level α “ 0.05 if s is not too large
nor too small (logpsq{logpNq ą q{2), but they have inflated type-I error after s passes
a transition point. As we use a fixed number of knots, the transition point shifts to
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the right as N increases so that JN ! n1{2. Panels (b)-(d) compare the testing powers
under three different alternative hypotheses with ∆ “ 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. We
see that the power increases as N increase and ∆ increases. Similar with observations
in [12], the powers for ∆ ą 0 return back to 1 when s is very large. This can still be
explained by highly deviated limiting distribution of the test statistic from both null
and alternative hypotheses. Therefore, the homogeneity test does not perform well for
very large s.
FIG 7. Probability P p´ 1
3σ2
n ¨LRTsnk ą χ2uN ,1´αq under different settings of the number of sub-samples
and the sample size, using 4 knots, where χ2uN ,1´α is the p1´ αq-th quantile of χ2uN .
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5. Real data application
We apply the proposed divide-and-conquer strategy for APLMs to the Medicare Provider
Utilization and Payment Data (the Physician and Other Supplier Public Use File), with
information on services and procedures provided to Medicare beneficiaries by physi-
cians and other healthcare professionals. This dataset was prepared by the Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), as part of the Obama Administration ef-
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forts to make our healthcare system more transparent, affordable, and accountable. We
downloaded the dataset “Medicare Physician and Other Supplier Data CY 2014” from
www.CMS.gov with more than nine million records for health care providers from the
U.S. or U.S. possessions. We focus on the subset consisting of 50 U.S. states and the
District of Columbia (DC), which account for the majority part of the whole dataset.
Our goal is to model the outcome variable “average Medicare standardized amt”
(average amount that Medicare paid after beneficiary deductible and coinsurance amounts
have been deducted for the line item service and after standardization of the Medicare
payment has been applied) on other covariates, including gender or entity of provider,
provider type, Medicare participation status, place of service, HCPCS drug indica-
tor, number of distinct Medicare beneficiaries (“bene unique cnt”), number of services
provided (“bene day srvc cnt”), and number of distinct Medicare beneficiary/per day
services (“line srvc cnt”). Detailed explanations of these variables can be found in the
official website www.CMS.gov. All covariates except the last three are categorical
variables, and particularly the variable for provider type has 91 categories. Because
those three quantitative variables are all count data, we take the log10-transformation
and rescale each of them to the range r´1, 1s by using the formula pZ´minZq{pmaxZ´
minZqˆ2´1. Also, we apply the log10-transformation to the outcome variable, which
is skewed to the right. By excluding those records with value 0 for quantitative variables
and choosing records with overlapping ranges for last three variables across states, the
working dataset has 9,263,068 records, and the corresponding file size is greater than
2GB. It is hard to apply any complicated model fitting with iterative algorithms on a
single PC with limited memory.
Therefore, we turn to the developed divide-and-conquer strategy. It is natural to
split the data by location, such as states or counties. According to our theoretical re-
sults, the number of sub-populations cannot be too large. The number of counties is
more than 3,000 in U.S., while
?
9, 263, 068 « 3044. Thus, we split the whole dataset
by states and DC, resulting in 51 sub-populations. The number of records for each
sub-population varies from 14,809 (Alaska) to 719,970 (California), and the median
number is 128,069. It is reasonable to hypothesize that those categorical covariates are
heterogeneous because their effects on the average amount that Medicare paid may
vary across states. On the other hand, the outcome variable is the standardized pay-
ment by removing geographic differences in payment rates for individual services, and
all three quantitative covariates are numbers of services and beneficiaries. Then it is
reasonable to assume the effects of quantitative covariates are homogeneous.
We choose B-splines with degree of 3 to approximate the non-parametric functions
of those three quantitative covariates. Assumption (A4) requires that the number of
internal knots should be much smaller than N
1
4 « 55. Additionally, we expect these
curves are smooth. Thus, we set the number of internal knots as 5. Noting that the sizes
of sub-populations are different, rather than a simple average to obtain the aggregated
curves, a weighted average is employed by using weights nj{řsj“1 nj , where nj is the
size of the jth sub-sample.
Since the effects of those categorical covariates are allowed to be heterogeneous, we
use box-plots to summarize the variabilities of their estimates across 51 sub-populations.
From Figure 8, which displays the extent of heterogeneity, we can see that only the ef-
fect of male versus female has small degree of heterogeneity around 0, and all the other
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FIG 8. Box-plots of heterogeneous parameters without aggregation of commonality.across 50 states and
the DC: the left panel shows estimates of gender/entity, Medicare participation status, place of service and
HCPCS drug status; the right panel shows estimates of 90 provider types versus the reference type.
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estimates have substantial variabilities. We further test the heterogeneity of the gender
effects across 51 sub-populations via the testing procedure proposed in Section 3.1. The
bootstrapped (based on 500 bootstrapping samples) critical value is c1S “ 2.69 under
α “ 1%, while the test statistic W 1S “ 10.09 (p-value is 0). Although the range of this
effect seems is small, with such a large sample size, we can easily detect a small het-
erogeneity across sub-populations. In summary, it implies that the effects of categorical
covariates on the average amount that Medicare paid vary a lot across states.
Figure 9 presents the non-parametric estimates of the effects of those three quan-
titative covariates. The largest value of each quantitative covariate is different across
states, so we only plot aggregated curves on the common range from -1 to 0. From
panels (a)-(c) of the figure, for each covariate, we can see estimated curves from 51
sub-samples (dashed lines in black color) are almost parallel to each other within a
narrow band, while the aggregated curve (solid line in red color) is right in the middle
of those sub-sample specific curves. In addition, we are interested in the validity of the
aggregation for commonality, noting that the sub-popualtion curves at boundaries vary
more than they vary around the middle parts. Then we test the homogeneity of the non-
linear compoents across 51 sub-populations on the range from ´0.8 to ´0.1 via the
testing procedure proposed in Section 3.2. The test statistic ´ 13σ2n ¨ LRTsnk “ 480.24
and uN “ 500. Therefore, the resulting p “ 0.73 means failing to reject the null
hypothesis, and aggregation for commonality is a valid strategy.
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FIG 9. Estimates of smooth functions based on each sub-population and the aggregation. (a): the estimated
curves for “bene unique cnt”; (b): the estimated curves for “line srvc cnt”; (c): the estimated curves for
“line srvc cnt”.
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6. Summary
In this paper, we develop a framework for additive partially linear models for massive
heterogeneous data, using the divide-and-conquer strategy. As summarized in [19], the
divide-and-conquer strategy is one of the three commonly used strategies for analyzing
massive data, with the other two being the sub-sampling strategy and the sequential
updating strategy. However, the sub-sampling and sequential updating strategies are
only suitable for analyzing homogeneous massive data. We can combine the divide-
and-conquer and sub-sampling strategies to analyze heterogeneous data, by dividing
the data into homogeneous subgroups and then conducting sub-sampling within each
subgroup. We can also combine the divide-and-conquer and sequential updating strate-
gies to analyze heterogeneous data, by dividing the data into homogeneous subgroups
and then conducting sequential updating within each subgroup.
The framework developed in this paper extends the partially linear framework pro-
posed in [21]. Their partially linear framework considers only one common feature,
using the smoothing-splines technique to fit the non-parametric function based on the
general reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) theory [17]. Although the smoothing-
splines technique and the RKHS theory have been well developed in the framework
of generalized additive models [7], we find it very hard to extend them to our goal
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of analyzing massive data with multiple common features. Instead, we adopt poly-
nomial splines for modeling the non-parametric effects of multiple common features
simultaneously across all sub-populations while exploring heterogeneity of each sub-
population. The proposed methods can be implemented easily and perform well in both
simulation studies and the real data application.
Appendix
A.1 Technical lemmas for Section 2.2
Define the centered version of B-spline basis as
b˚m,kpzkq “ bm,kpzkq ´ Erbm,ksErb1,ks b1,kpzkq, k “ 1, . . . ,K,m “ ´%` 1, . . . , JN ,
and the standardized version of B-spline basis as
Bm,kpzkq “
b˚m,kpzkq
}b˚m,k}2k
, m “ ´%` 1, . . . , JN , k “ 1, . . . ,K.
Then the minimization problem (2.2) is equivalent to the following minimization prob-
lem:
ppβpjq, pγpjqq “ argmin
βPRd, γPRKpJN`%q
1
2
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi β ´BpZiqTγ
ı2
,
whereBpzq “ tBm,kpzkq,m “ ´%` 1, . . . , JN , k “ 1, . . . ,KuT. Here, to abuse the
notation, we still use pγpjq. Then pgpjqpzq “ pγTBpzq is a spline estimator of g0 for the
jth sub-population, and the centered spline estimators of a component function is
pgpjqk pzkq “ JNÿ
m“´%`1
pγm,kBm,kpZkq ´ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
JNÿ
m“´%`1
pγm,kBm,kpZikq.
In practice, basis tbm,k,m “ ´%`1, . . . , JN , k “ 1, . . . ,Ku is used for computational
implementation, while tBm,ku is convenient for asymptotic analysis.
[4] showed that for any function f P H and N ě 1, there exists a function rf P SN
such that } rf ´ f}8 ď ChpN . Thus, for g0 satisfying Assumption (A1), there exists
a rgpjqpzq “ BTpzqrγj P Gpjqn s.t. }rgpjq ´ g0}8 “ OphpN q and rgpjq(z) is the best
least-squares projection of g0pzq into the space Gpjqn , implying
xrgpjqpzq ´ g0pzq,Bpzqyjn “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , s. (A.1)
Define
rβpjq “ argmin
β
1
2
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´ rgpjqpZiq ´XTi βı2 ,
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and let mpjq0i ” mpjq0 pT iq “ g0pZiq ` XTi βpjq0 , rmpjq0 ptq “ rgpjqpzq ` xTβpjq0 , andrmpjq0i ” rmpjq0 pT iq “ rgpjqpZiq `XTi βpjq0 .
Additionally, let θ “
´ γ
β
¯
, pθpjq “ ˆ pγpjqpβpjq
˙
, rθpjq “ ˆ rγpjqrβpjq
˙
,plpjqn pθq “ lpjqn pγ,βq,
and rmpjqi ” rmpjqpT iq “ rgpjq `XTi rβ “ BTpZiqrγpjq `XTi rβpjq.
Define
V pjqn
.“ B
2plpjqn pθq
BθBθT “
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
" pBpZiqqb2 BpZiqXTi
XiB
TpZiq Xb2i
*
.
Lemma A.1. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), for each sub-population j,
?
nprβpjq ´ βpjq0 q dÝÑ N p0,A´1Σ1A´1q,
whereA “ EpXb2q and Σ1 “ Epε2Xb2q.
Proof. Let rδpjq “ ?nprβpjq ´ βpjq0 q. Then rδpjq minimizes
rlpjqn pδq “ 12 ÿ
iPGj
«ˆ
Yi ´ rmpjq0i ´ 1?nXTδ
˙2
´ pYi ´ rm0iq2ff .
LetApjqn “ 1n
ř
iPGj X
b2
i . By taking derivatives with respect to δ, we obtain
Brlpjqn pδq
Bδ “ A
pjq
n δ ´ 1?n
ÿ
iPGj
pYi ´ rmpjq0i qXi “ 0,
which implies
rδpjq “ 1?
n
pApjqn q´1
ÿ
iPGj
εiXi ` 1?
n
pApjqn q´1
ÿ
iPGj
`
g0pZiq ´ rgpjqpZiq˘Xi.
With similar arguments with those of Lemma A.1 in [11] and the fact }rgpjq ´ g0}8 “
OphpN q, the lemma follows. 2
Lemma A.2. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), if JN ! nplognq2 , there exists a constant
C such that supj }pV pjqn q´1}2 ď C, a.s.
Proof. For each sub-population j, Lemma A.2 in [11] showed there exists a constant C
such that }pV pjqn q´1}2 ď C, a.s., if
sup
f1,f2PGpjqn
ˇˇˇˇxf1, f2yjn ´ xf1, f2y
}f1}2}f2}2
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
logn
pnhN q1{2
˙
“ op1q, a.s.,
by Lemma A.8 in [18]. Here constant C is taken to be large enough to ensure that
the above result holds for all j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s. The condition JN ! nplognq2 implies
O
`
logn{pnhN q1{2
˘ “ op1q. Therefore, the lemma is proved. 2
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Lemma A.3. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), for each sub-population j, we have››››pθpjq ´ rθpjq›››› “ OP ´J1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN¯ .
Proof. It follows that
Bplpjqn pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
θ“pθpjq ´
Bplpjqn pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
θ“rθpjq “
B2plpjqn pθq
BθBθT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
θ“θpjq
`pθpjq ´ rθpjq˘,
where θ
pjq
is between pθpjq and rθpjq. Thus, we have
pθpjq ´ rθpjq “ ´˜ B2plpjqn pθqBθBθT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
θ“θpjq
¸´1 Bplpjqn pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
θ“rθpjq .
We can write
1
n
Bplpjqn pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇ
θ“rθpjq “ ´
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
pYi ´mpjq0i q
´
BpZiq
Xi
¯
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqq´BpZiqXi ¯
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 q´BpZiqXi ¯ .
First, by (A.1), we have
ř
iPGj prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqBpZiq “ 0. With similar argu-
ments with those of Lemma A.3 in [11], we have›››››› 1n
ÿ
iPGj
pYi ´mpjq0i qBpZiq
›››››› “ OP
´
J
1{2
N n
´1{2
¯
,
›››››› 1n
ÿ
iPGj
pYi ´mpjq0i qXi
›››››› “ OP
´
n´1{2
¯
,
›››››› 1n
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqXi
›››››› “ OP phpN q ,›››››› 1n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qBpZiq
›››››› “ oP
´
J
1{2
N n
´1{2
¯
,
›››››› 1n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qXi
›››››› “ oP
´
n´1{2
¯
.
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Therefore, by Lemma A.2, we have
}pθpjq ´ rθpjq} ď }pV pjqn q´1}2
››››› 1n Bpl
pjq
n pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇ
θ“rθpjq
››››› “ OP ´J1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN¯ .
2
Lemma A.4. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), for each sub-population j, if JN ! nplognq2 ,
we have ›››pgpjq ´ g0›››
2
“ OP
´
J
1{2
N n
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
,›››pgpjq ´ g0›››
jn
“ OP
´
J
1{2
N n
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
,›››pgpjqk ´ g0k›››
2k
“ OP
´
J
1{2
N n
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
,›››pgpjqk ´ g0k›››
jnk
“ OP
´
J
1{2
N n
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
,
where k “ 1, . . . ,K.
Proof. The proof is similar with that of Lemma A.4 in [11] by applying Lemmas A.2
and A.3 and noting that
sup
fPSN
}f}jnk
}f}2k “ OP
ˆ
logn
pnhN q1{2
˙
“ oP p1q, k “ 1, . . . ,K,
which is implied by Lemma A.8 in [18] under condition JN ! n{plognq2. 2
Lemma A.5. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), for each sub-population j, if n " J2N , we
have
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
ĂXiΓpZiqT`pβpjq ´ βpjq0 ˘ “ oP pn´1{2q,
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
`pgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq˘ĂXi “ oP pn´1{2q,
Proof. The proof is similar with that of Lemma A.5 in [11] by making following revi-
sions. We only show the second equality, and the first one can be proved similarly.
Let w1pZ, gq “ gpZqĂX , and it follows
E
››w1pZ, pgpjqq ´w1pZ, g0q››2 “ E ›››ppgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqĂXi›››2 ď O`E}pgpjq´ g0}22˘.
By Lemma A.2 of [8], the logarithm of the ε-bracketing number of the class of func-
tionsApjq1 pδq “ tw1p¨, pgq´w1p¨, g0q : pg P Gpjqn , }pg´g0}2 ď δu is ctpJN´%qlogpδ{εq`
logpδ´1qu. Thus, the corresponding entropy integral Jrspδ,Apjq1 pδq, } ¨ }2q ď cδtpJN ´
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%q1{2` log1{2pδ´1qu. According to Lemma 7 of [15] and Lemma A.4, }pgpjq´ g0}8 ď
cJ
1{2
N }pgpjq ´ g0}2 “ OP pJNn´1{2 ` J1{2N hpN q. Let r´1n,N “ J1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN , then
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1n ÿ
iPGj
!pgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq)ĂXi ´ E !pgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq)ĂXi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď n´1{2Cr´1n,N
!
pJN ` %q1{2 ` log1{2prn,N q
)
ˆ
»–1` cr´1n,N
!
pJN ` %q1{2 ` log1{2prn,N q
)
r´2n,N
?
n
C0
fifl
ď Op1qn´1{2Cr´1n,N
!
pJN ` %q1{2 ` log1{2prn,N q
)
,
where the second inequality is based on the fact rn,NJ
1{2
N {
?
n “ Op1q.
Under condition that n " J2N , we have JN{
?
n “ op1q, implying JNn´1{2 `
J
1{2
N h
p
N “ op1q, and then r´1n,NJ1{2N “ op1q. Therefore, the above term is bounded by
opn´1{2q. 2
A.2 Technical lemmas for Section 2.3
Let rg “ 1s řsj“1 rgpjq. In order to ensure that rg P GN , we re-center the individual esti-
mator rgpjqpzq via rgpjqpzq “ řKk“1řJNm“´% rγm,kbm,kpzkq´ 1N řKk“1řNi“1řJNm“´% rγm,kbm,kpzikq.
To abuse the notation, we still denote the centered estimator as rgpjqpzq. Lemma A.2
shows }pV pjqn q´1}2 ď C a.s., j “ 1, . . . , s, if n " J2N . This property plays a key
role in all following proofs. Define upjqi “ pV pjqn q´1
ˆ
B
`
Zi
˘
Xi
˙
“ tupjqim,m “
1, . . . ,KpJN ` %q ` duT, and it follows řiPGj pupjqi qb2 “ npV pjqn q´1. Let em de-
note a pKpJN ` %q ` dq-dim vector with its mth entry as 1 and 0 otherwise, and thus
u
pjq
im “ eTmupjqi .
Lemma A.6. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), if n " J2N , we have›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiu
pjq
i
›››››› “ OP `J1{2N N´1{2˘.
Proof. If follows›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiu
pjq
i
››››››
2
“ 1
N2
KpJN`%q`dÿ
m“1
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiu
pjq
im
,.-
2
.
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Observing that
1
N
E
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiu
pjq
im
,.-
2
“ 1
N2
E
»– sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
ε2i pupjqimq2
fifl “ σ2
N2
E
»– sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
pupjqimq2
fifl
“ σ
2
N2
E
«
sÿ
j“1
neTmpV pjqn q´1em
ff
ď NCσ
2
N2
,
where the last inequality is due to the fact eTmpV pjqn q´1em ď }pV pjqn q´1}22}em}2 ď C
a.s.. Thus ›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiu
pjq
i
›››››› “ OP `J1{2N N´1{2˘.
2
Lemma A.7. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), if n " J2N , we have›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqupjqi
›››››› “ OP `J1{2N hpN˘.
Proof. Note that
1
N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqupjqi “ 1N
sÿ
j“1
pV pjqn q´1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqˆB`Zi˘
Xi
˙
“ 1
N
sÿ
j“1
pV pjqn q´1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqq´ 0Xi ¯ ,
where the last equality follows from (A.1).
Therefore, it follows›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqupjqi
›››››› ď 1N
sÿ
j“1
›››pV pjqn q´1›››
2
ÿ
iPGj
›››prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqq´ 0Xi ¯›››
ď C
N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
›››prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqq›››8 ›››´ 0Xi ¯›››1 “ OP phpN q.
2
Lemma A.8. Under Assumptions (A1)-(A4), if n " J2N , we have›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqi
›››››› “ oP
´
J
1{2
N N
´1{2
¯
.
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Proof. It follows›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqi
››››››
2
“ 1
N2
KpJN`%q`dÿ
m“1
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqim
,.-
2
.
The proof of Lemma A.1 shows
rβpjq ´ βpjq0 “ 1n pApjqn q´1 ÿ
iPGj
εiXi ` 1
n
pApjqn q´1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqXi.
Then ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqim
“
ÿ
i1PGj
u
pjq
i1m
XTi1
¨˝
1
n
pApjqn q´1
ÿ
i2PGj
εi2Xi2 ` 1n pA
pjq
n q´1
ÿ
i2PGj
prgpjqpZi2q ´ g0pZi2qqXi2‚˛
“ 1
n
ÿ
i2PGj
εi2X
T
i2
¨˝ ÿ
i1PGj
u
pjq
i1m
pApjqn q´1Xi1‚˛
` 1
n
ÿ
i2PGj
prgpjqpZi2q ´ g0pZi2qqXTi2
¨˝ ÿ
i1PGj
u
pjq
i1m
pApjqn q´1Xi1‚˛
“
ÿ
iPGj
εiX
T
i v
pjq
m `
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqXTi vpjqm ,
where vpjqm “ řiPGj upjqimpApjqn q´1Xi. Thus, we have
1
N2
E
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqim
,.-
2
“ 1
N2
E
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiX
T
i v
pjq
m `
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqXTi vpjqm
,.-
2
“ 1
N2
E
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiX
T
i v
pjq
m
,.-
2
` 1
N2
E
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqXTi vpjqm
,.-
2
ď σ
2
N2
E
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
!
XTi v
pjq
m
)2 ` 1
N
}rgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq}28E sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
!
XTi v
pjq
m
)2
.
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Observing thatÿ
iPGj
!
XTi v
pjq
m
)2 “ ÿ
iPGj
pvpjqm qTXiXTi vpjqm “ npvpjqm qTApjqn vpjqm
“ 1
n
¨˝ ÿ
iPGj
u
pjq
imX
T
i pApjqn q´1‚˛Apjqn
¨˝ ÿ
iPGj
u
pjq
imA
pjq
n q´1Xi‚˛
“
¨˝
1?
n
ÿ
iPGj
u
pjq
imXi‚˛
T
pApjqn q´1
¨˝
1?
n
ÿ
iPGj
u
pjq
imXi‚˛
Based on the Central Limit Theorem and Slutsky’s Theorem, it follows
E
$&% ÿ
iPGj
´
XTi v
pjq
m
¯2,.- “ Op1q.
Therefore,
1
N2
E
$&% sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqim
,.-
2
“ O
˜
s
N2
` sh
2p
N
N
¸
“ o
ˆ
1
N
˙
,
noting that h2pN ! N´1. Then, we have›››››› 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqi
›››››› “ oP
´
J
1{2
N N
´1{2
¯
.
2
A.3 Proofs of theorems
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The results about pgpjq are implied by Lemma A.4 directly. We
only need to prove the stated result about pβpjq. Note that the ondition that J2N ! n
implies that JN ! nplognq2 . Also the condition that JN " n1{p2pq implies that h
p
N “
OpJ´pN q ! n´1{2. Therefore, the stated result about pβpjq can be showed by Lemmas
A.1-A.5, following the same argument of proving Theorem 1 in [11].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We first quantify }pgpjq´g0}2. Noting }rg ´ g0}2 ď }rg ´ g0}8 “
OphpN q and
1
s
sÿ
j“1
´pgpjqpzq ´ rgpjqpzq¯ “ 1
s
BTpzq
sÿ
j“1
ppγpjq ´ rγpjqq,
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we have ›››››1s
sÿ
j“1
´pgpjqpzq ´ rgpjqpzq¯›››››
2
2
“
ż
r0,1sK
«
1
s
sÿ
j“1
´pgpjqpzq ´ rgpjqpzq¯ff2 fpzqdz
“ 1
s
sÿ
j“1
´pγpjq ´ rγpjq¯T ”EBpzqBTpzqı sÿ
j“1
´pγpjq ´ rγpjq¯
ď C
s2
››››› sÿ
j“1
´pγpjq ´ rγpjq¯›››››
2
ď C
s2
››››› sÿ
j“1
ˆpθpjq ´ rθpjq˙›››››
2
.
Then we consider
›››› 1s řsj“1ˆpθpjq ´ rθpjq˙››››. The proof of Lemma A.3 implies that
pθpjq ´ rθpjq “ pV pjqn q´1 1n Bpl
pjq
n pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇ
θ“rθpjq ,
where 1n
Bplpjqn pθq
Bθ
ˇˇˇ
θ“rθpjq is equal to$&%´ 1n ÿ
iPGj
pYi ´mpjq0i q `
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqq ` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 q
,.-´BpZiqXi ¯ .
Then 1s
řs
j“1
ˆpθpjq ´ rθpjq˙ is equal to
´ 1
N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
εiu
pjq
i `
1
N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiqqupjqi ` 1N
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
XTi prβpjq ´ βpjq0 qupjqi .
Therefore, combining Lemmas A.6-A.8, we have
1
s
››››› sÿ
j“1
ˆpθpjq ´ rθpjq˙››››› “ OP ´J1{2N N´1{2 ` hpN¯ .
and further we have,
}g ´ g0}2 “
›››››1s
sÿ
j“1
pgpjq ´ 1
s
sÿ
j“1
rgpjq ` rg ´ g0
›››››
2
ď
›››››1s
sÿ
j“1
´pgpjq ´ rgpjq¯›››››
2
` }rg ´ g0}2
“ OP
´
J
1{2
N N
´1{2 ` hpN
¯
.
Next we quantify }g ´ g0}N . Using Lemma A.8 in [18], we have
CN ” sup
f1,f2PGN
ˇˇˇˇxf1, f2yN ´ xf1, f2y
}f1}}f2}
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
logN
pNhN q1{2
˙
, a.s.
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Therefore, noting g, rg P GN , we have
}g ´ g0}N ď }g ´ rg}N ` }rg ´ g0}N “ OP ´J1{2N N´1{2 ` hpN¯ .
2
Proof of Corollary 2.1. For homogenous massive data, pβpjq, j “ 1, . . . , s, are i.i.d. ran-
dom vectors. [10] showed that if Eppβpjq ´ β0q “ opN´1{2q, then β is as efficient aspβ, which is defined as via the following minimization using all N observations,
ppβ, pgq “ argmin
βPRd, gPGN
1
2
sÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi β ´ gpZiq
ı2
.
[11] showed that ?
Nppβ ´ β0q dÝÑ N `0, σ2D´1˘.
Therefore it suffices to show that Eppβpjq ´ β0q “ opN´1{2q. Following the proof of
Theorem 2.1, we have¨˝
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
ĂXb2i ` 1n ÿ
iPGj
ĂXiΓpZiqT‚˛ppβpjq ´ β0q
“ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
εiĂXi ´ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
´pgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq¯ĂXi,
and it follows
pβpjq ´ β0 “
¨˝
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
ĂXb2i ` 1n ÿ
iPGj
ĂXiΓpZiqT‚˛
´1
ˆ
»– 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
εiĂXi ´ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
´pgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq¯ĂXi
fifl .
Under Assumption A3 and the fact that EpφpZqĂXq “ 0 for any measurable function
φ, we can show that
0 ă c ď E
›››››› 1n
ÿ
iPGj
ĂXb2i ` 1n ÿ
iPGj
ĂXiΓpZiqT
››››››
2
ď C,
where c and C are some positive constants. Moreover, we have
E
$&% 1n ÿ
iPGj
´pgpjqpZiq ´ g0pZiq¯ĂXi
,.- “ E ´pgpjqpZq ´ g0pZq¯ĂXi “ OphpN q “ opN´1{2q.
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Therefore, if n " N1{2, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have Eppβpjq ´ β0q “
opN´1{2q. 2
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The estimating equation isÿ
iPGj
Xi
!
Yi ´XTi β˘
pjq ´ gpZiq
)
“ 0.
Since Yi “XTi βpjq0 ` g0pZiq ` εi, we have
?
n
´
β˘
pjq ´ βpjq0
¯
“ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
´
Apjqn
¯´1
XTi εi ` n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
´
Apjqn
¯´1
Xipg0pZiq ´ gpZiqq.
Considering the first term on the right hand side of the above equation, we have
n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
´
Apjqn
¯´1
XTi εi
dÝÑ N p0, σ2A´1q.
Consider the second term on the right hand side. Let w2pZ, gq “ gpZq
´
Apjqn
¯´1
X .
We have
E
››w2pZ, gq´w2pZ, g0q››2 “ E ››››pgpZiq ´ g0pZiqq´Apjqn ¯´1Xi››››2 ď O`E}g´g0}22˘.
By Lemma A.2 of [8], the logarithm of the ε-bracketing number of the class of func-
tions A2pδq “ tw2p¨, gq ´ sp¨, g0q : g P GN , }g ´ g0}2 ď δu is ctpJN ´ %qlogpδ{εq `
logpδ´1qu. Thus, the corresponding entropy integral Jr spδ,A2pδq, } ¨ }2q ď cδtpJN ´
%q1{2 ` log1{2pδ´1qu. According to Lemma 7 of [15] and Theorem 2.2, }g ´ g0}8 ď
cJ
1{2
N }g ´ g0}2 “ OP pJNN´1{2 ` J1{2N hpN q. Let r´1N “ J1{2N N´1{2 ` hpN , then
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1n ÿ
iPGj
"
pgpZiq ´ g0pZiqq
´
Apjqn
¯´1
Xi
*
´E
"
pgpZiq ´ g0pZiqq
´
Apjqn
¯´1
Xi
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď n´1{2Cr´1N
!
pJN ` %q1{2 ` log1{2prN q
)
ˆ
»–1` cr´1N
!
pJN ` %q1{2 ` log1{2prN q
)
r´2N
?
n
C0
fifl
ď Ops1{2qn´1{2Cr´1N
!
pJN ` %q1{2 ` log1{2prN q
)
“ Opn´1{2q ˆO
´
JNn
´1{2 ` s1{2J1{2N hpN
¯
“ Opn´1{2q ˆO
´
JNn
´1{2 ` `n´1N1`qp1´2pq˘1{2¯
ď Opn´1{2q ˆO
´
JNn
´1{2 ` `n´1N1{p2pq˘1{2¯ ,
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where the last inequality is due to the condition that JN " N1{p2pq. The condition that
J2N ! n implies that OpJNn´1{2q “ op1q and n " N1{p2pq to make sure that the
above expectation has an order opn´1{2q. Furthermore,
E
"
pgpZiq ´ g0pZiqq
´
Apjqn
¯´1
Xi
*
ď OpE}g ´ g0}8q “ OpJNN´1{2q.
Thus,
n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
´
Apjqn
¯´1
Xipg0pZiq ´ gpZiqq “ OpJNs´1{2q ` oP p1q “ oP p1q,
where the last equality is due to the condition that J2N ! s. Therefore, the theorem is
proved. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Under the null hypothesis, we have
?
nQ
`pβpj1q ´ pβpj2q˘ “ ?nQ`pβpj1q ´ βpj1q0 ˘´?nQ`pβpj2q ´ βpj2q0 ˘.
By Theorem 2.1, we have
?
nQ
`pβpjtq ´ βpjtq0 ˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2QD´1QT˘,
where t “ 1 or 2. Therefore, ?nQ`pβpj1q ´ pβpj2q˘ dÝÑ N `0, 2σ2QD´1QT˘.
Consider the second result. According to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have
?
n
´
β˘
pjq ´ βpjq0
¯
“ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
´
Apjqn
¯´1
XTi εi
`n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
´
Apjqn
¯´1
Xipg0pZiq ´ gpZiqq.
Thus, with similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have
?
nQ
`
β˘
pj1q ´ β˘pj2q˘ “ ?nQ`β˘pj1q ´ βpj1q0 ˘´?nQ`β˘pj2q ´ βpj2q0 ˘
“ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj1
Q
´
Apj1qn
¯´1
XTi εi ` n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj1
Q
´
Apj1qn
¯´1
Xipg0pZiq ´ gpZiqq
´n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj2
Q
´
Apj2qn
¯´1
XTi εi ´ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj2
Q
´
Apj2qn
¯´1
Xipg0pZiq ´ gpZiqq
“ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj1
Q
´
Apj1qn
¯´1
XTi εi ´ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj2
Q
´
Apj2qn
¯´1
XTi εi ` opp1q
dÝÑ N `0, 2σ2QA´1QT˘.
Therefore, the second result is also proved. 2
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. First of all, based on the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have
?
n
´
β˘
pjq ´ βˇpjq0
¯
“ n´1{2
ÿ
iPGj
ˆpApjqn ˙´1XTi εi `Ri.
whereRi “ n´1{2řiPGj ˆpApjqn ˙´1Xipg0pZiq´gpZiqq. Also, we have shown there
max
jPS }Ri}8 “ OP pJNs
´ 12 q.
Noting that s " J2N logppdq, it follows
max
jPS }Ri}8 “ oP plog
´ 12 ppdqq.
Then, the rest of the proof follows a similar line with the counterpart of Theorem 3.9
in [21] by discussing the asymptotic differences between approximation terms. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The estimates for gk and g´k depends on B-spline basis expan-
sions. Denote γk as coefficients for basis BkpZkq of the kth function gk, and γ´k as
coefficients for basisB´kpZ´kq of g´k. With a little abuse of notations, we write
L
pjq
nk pβ,γk,γ´kq
“ 1
2n
ÿ
iPGj
”
Yi ´XTi β ´BTk pZikqγk ´BT´kpZi,´kqγ´k
ı2
“ 1
2n
ÿ
iPGj
”
εi `XTi pβpjq0 ´ βq `BTk pZikqprγpjqk ´ γkq
`pgpjq0k pZikq ´ rgpjqk pZikqq ` pg0,´kpZi,´kq ´BT´kpZi,´kqγ´kqı,
where rgpjqk pZikq “ BTk pZikqγpjqk .
Consider the derivative of Lpjqnk pβ,γk,γ´kq with respect to γk:
∇Lpjqnk pβ,γk,γ´kq “ ´
1
n
ÿ
iPGj
εiBkpZikq ` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
BkpZikqb2pγk ´ rγpjqk q
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqk pZikq ´ gpjq0k pZikqqBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
pBT´kpZi,´kqγ´k ´ g0,´kpZi,´kqqBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi pβ ´ βpjq0 qBkpZikq.
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By plugging estimates based on the jth sub-population, it follows that
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pγpjqk , pγpjq´kq “ ´ 1n ÿ
iPGj
εiBkpZikq ` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
BkpZikqb2ppγpjqk ´ rγpjqk q
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqk pZikq ´ gpjq0k pZikqqBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
pBT´kpZi,´kqpγpjq´k ´ g0,´kpZi,´kqqBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi ppβpjq ´ βpjq0 qBkpZikq,
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq “ ´ 1n ÿ
iPGj
εiBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
prgpjqk pZikq ´ gpjq0k pZikqqBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
pBT´kpZi,´kqpγpjq´k ´ g0,´kpZi,´kqqBkpZikq
` 1
n
ÿ
iPGj
XTi ppβpjq ´ βpjq0 qBkpZikq.
Then, we obtain
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pγpjqk , pγpjq´kq “ ∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ` 1n ÿ
iPGj
BkpZikqb2ppγpjqk ´ rγpjqk q.
Due to the stationary equation to (2.2), we have
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq “ ´ 1n ÿ
iPGj
BkpZikqb2ppγpjqk ´ rγpjqk q.
Let EtBkpZikqb2u “ Σk. According to Lemma A.2, we know Σk’s eigenvalues
are bounded and away from 0. Thus,
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ´∇Lpj`1qnk ppβpj`1q, pγpj`1qk , pγpj`1q´k q
“ ´pΣk ` oP p1qqppγpjqk ´ pγpj`1qk q,
where the last equation is due to rγpjqk “ rγpj`1qk under the null hypothesis.
By Taylor expansion, we have
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pγpj`1qk , pγpjq´kq
“ ∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpj`1qk , pγpjq´kq ` 1n ÿ
iPGj
BkpZikqb2ppγpj`1qk ´ rγpj`1qk q
“ ∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ´∇Lpj`1qnk ppβpj`1q, rγpj`1qk , pγpj`1q´k q ` oP p1q.
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Then, applying Taylor expansion again leads to
L
pjq
nk ppβpjq, pγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ´ Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pγpj`1qk , pγpjq´kq
“ ∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, pγpj`1qk , pγpjq´kqTppγpjqk ´ pγpj`1qk q
`1
2
ppγpjqk ´ pγpj`1qk qTpΣk ` oP p1qqppγpjqk ´ pγpj`1qk q
“ ´1
2
p∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ´∇Lpj`1qnk ppβpj`1q, rγpj`1qk , pγpj`1q´k qqTpΣk ` oP p1qq
ˆp∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ´∇Lpj`1qnk ppβpj`1q, rγpj`1qk , pγpj`1q´k qq.
Based on Lemmas A.1-A.5, we can verify that
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq “ ´ 1n ÿ
iPGj
εiBkpZikq `RN ,
where }RN }2 “ OP ppJ1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN qJ1{2N q. It is straightforward to have:
∇Lpjqnk ppβpjq, rγpjqk , pγpjq´kq ´∇Lpj`1qnk ppβpj`1q, rγpj`1qk , pγpj`1q´k q
d“ ´ 1
n
ÿ
iPGj ŤGj`1 εiBkpZikq `RN .
Therefore,
nLRTsnk
“ ´n
s´1ÿ
j“1
#»– 1
n
ÿ
iPGj ŤGj`1 εiBkpZikq
fiflT Σ´1k
»– 1
n
ÿ
iPGj ŤGj`1 εiBkpZikq
fifl
`OP ppJ1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN qJ1{2N n´1{2q
+
“ ´
s´1ÿ
j“1
1
n
ÿ
iPGj ŤGj`1 ε
2
iBkpZikqTΣ´1k BkpZikq
´
s´1ÿ
j“1
1
n
ÿ
pi1ăi2qPGj ŤGj`1 2εi1εi2BkpZi1kq
TΣ´1k BkpZi2kq
`OP ppJ1{2N n´1{2 ` hpN qJNn1{2q.
The rate of the first term for nLRTsnk can be found investigating the moment
1
n2
ÿ
iPGj ŤGj`1E
 
ε2iBkpZikqTΣ´1k BkpZikq ´ Eε2iBkpZikqTΣ´1k BkpZikq
(2
ď 2
n
Eε4i pBkpZikqTΣ´1k BkpZikqq2
ď 2C
n
J2N ă 8,
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where C is some constant. Also, ErBkpZikqTΣ´1k BkpZikqs “ JN . Then, it follows
s´1ÿ
j“1
1
n
ÿ
iPGj ŤGj`1 ε
2
iBkpZikqTΣ´1k BkpZikq “ 2ps´ 1qσ2JN ` oP psJN q. (A.2)
Let W pjqi1i2 “ 2εi1εi2BkpZi1kqTΣ´1k BkpZi2kq, and then define
W pNq “
s´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
pi1ăi2qPGj ŤGj`1W
pjq
i1i2
.
The next step is to show the asymptotic normality of n´1W pNq, which follows a sim-
ilar line with the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [12] using Proposition 3.2 in [5]. First, it
is easy to see EpW pjqi1i2 |Zi1kq “ 0,@i1 ă i2. Second, bounds for several moments of
W pNq are derived. Define σpNq2 “ VarpW pNqq and following quantities:
UI “
s´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
pi1ăi2q
PGj ŤGj`1
ErpW pjqi1i2q4s,
UII “
s´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
pi1ăi2ăi3q
PGj ŤGj`1
!
ErpW pjqi1i2q2pW pjqi1i3q2s ` ErpW pjqi2i1q2pW pjqi2i3q2s
`ErpW pjqi3i1q2pW pjqi3i2q2s
)
UIII “
s´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
pi1ăi2ăi3ăi4q
PGj ŤGj`1
!
ErW pjqi1i2W pjqi1i3W pjqi4i2W pjqi4i3s ` ErW pjqi1i2W pjqi1i4W pjqi3i2W pjqi3i4s
`ErW pjqi1i3W pjqi1i4W pjqi2i3W pjqi2i4s.
)
By the definition of Σk and Epε4i q ă 8, we have
ErpW pjqi1i2q4s ď 24E
“
ε4i1ε
4
i2pBkpZi1kqTΣ´1k BkpZi2kqq4
‰ “ OpJ4N q
ErpW pjqi1i2q2pW pjqi1i3q2s ď ErpW pjqi1i2q4s “ OpJ4N q
ErW pjqi1i2W pjqi1i3W pjqi4i2W pjqi4i3s “ OpJN q
Then it follows that
UI “ Opsn2J4N q, UII “ Opsn3J4N q, UIII “ Opsn4J4N q.
Third, σpNq4 „ “ps´ 1q`2n2 ˘4σ4JN ` 2ps´ 2q`n2˘4σ4JN ‰2 „ p12σ4ps´1qn2JN q2
because ErpW pjqi1i2q2s “ 4σ4JN . Since UI , UII and UIII have a smaller order than
σpNq4 under the condition J2N ! n, Proposition 3.2 in [5] shows that
1a
12σ4ps´ 1qn2JN
W pNq dÝÑ N p0, 1q. (A.3)
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Last, under the condition Jn " n 12p from Theorem 2.1 and s2 " JN , we know
pJ1{2N n´1{2`hpN qJNn1{2 ! pJ1{2N `n´1{2n1{2qJN ! sJN . Therefore, by combining
(A.2) and (A.3), we have
1b
2 23 ps´ 1qJN
ˆ
´ 1
3σ2
nLRTsnk ´ 23 ps´ 1qJN
˙
dÝÑ N p0, 1q.
2
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